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Voices: Chief Commissioner’s & CEO’s Message

Dear Rangers
& Guiders...

G

irl Guides of Canada–Guides du Canada’s Mission inspires everything we do as
an organization and as volunteers in Guiding. We enable girls to be confident,
courageous and resourceful, and to make a difference in the world. In 2017, what
could be a better fit with our Mission than providing girls with a positive foundation for mental health resiliency?
This winter, we’re thrilled to be launching Mighty Minds, our comprehensive new mental
health programming for girls of every branch. (For details, turn to page 4 of this issue
of Canadian Guider.) At the heart of Guiding is developing programming that not only
reflects girls’ interests but also addresses the challenges and opportunities they encounter
in an increasingly complex world. Mighty Minds is all about helping girls develop the skills
to deal with the stresses of everyday life – whether that’s at school, at home or with their
friends – so that they are well placed to take advantages of all the opportunities that come
their way. It’s as simple and as fundamental as that.
No doubt, exploring this topic with girls may feel daunting to some. But the age-appropriate activities and girl-friendly language in the Mighty Minds resources will support
Unit Guiders every step of the way, as they promote positive mental health skills in girls,
while addressing the stigma that exists around mental illness in our society. Moreover,
Mighty Minds was developed in consultation with the experts at Kids Help Phone and
The Psychology Foundation of Canada, ensuring the program materials offer a solid foundation in this important area of youth development.

Happy World Thinking Day!
Every year on February 22, Girl Guides throughout Canada and around the world celebrate
the global sisterhood of Guiding, as we mark World Thinking Day. This year’s WAGGGS’
programming theme is “Grow.” Check out the back page of this issue for ways you can take
part with your unit. #LetsGrow Guiding together!
Also in this issue of Canadian Guider:
• Check out our tips for camping with confidence in winter on page 23.
• If the weather keeps your unit indoors, try the activities on page 28.
• Meet Guider Tegan Canada, dedicated RCMP officer and Pathfinder Guider
on page 39.
Ph ot o : Don na S ant os

Yours in Guiding,

Pamela Rice
Chief Commissioner
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Jill Zelmanovits
Chief Executive Officer
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Challenges

A New GGC Mental Health Challenge
B Y K AY L A B E R N A R D

I ll us t rat i on: © iS t oc k / Dr Af t e r 12 3

Growing up isn’t easy. For girls struggling with thoughts, feelings, emotions
and how their minds are working, it gets even more complex. Guiding
nurtures girls in every aspect of their lives, offering them tools to embrace
both opportunities and challenges that come their way. To better support
Guiders in this task, Girl Guides of Canada–Guides du Canada (GGC) is
launching Mighty Minds, a new challenge focused on mental health.

C

reated with input from The Psychology Foundation of Canada and Kids Help
Phone, Mighty Minds was developed to help girls learn about mental health while
addressing the stigma that still surrounds mental health and mental illness in society.
Programming materials provide a range of activity options for all branches to explore
three themes – general mental health, resiliency and stigma. The challenge strives to open
the lines of communication and build essential positive mental health skills in girls and
young women, so they can confidently and courageously embrace all that life has to offer.
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Mental Health and the Unit Guider
In my units, we commit at least one meeting each
year to learning about mental health, and last year,
my Pathfinders spent three meetings on this subject.
So, I was very excited to learn of the new GGC Mighty
Minds Challenge, because as I tell my girls, everyone
needs to work towards maintaining good mental health.
And, as with maintaining physical health, some people
have to work a little harder.
Mental health issues and mental illness are common
and there is no need to treat them as a secret. It’s pretty
simple – we all have mental health, and we need to care
for it. As a Brownie I know once said, “Your brain gets
sick, and then you have to make it better.” Like many
people, I have family members who have struggled
with mental health issues. Likewise, girls in any given
unit have experienced or will experience this struggle
at some point in their lives.
My advice for all units throughout Canada is to
take on the Mighty Minds Challenge – and to take
your time with it. Allow the girls to ask questions and
explore different parts of their own mental health. Bring
in people from your community, and share stories.
Normalize the language describing mental health. This
is a big issue for my Pathfinders. They hear so many
terms and words being thrown around without truly
understanding them, and have used some of the terms
themselves without realizing the impact they could
have on people who are suffering from mental illness.
Getting rid of the taboos surrounding mental stress
and illness will help girls know that it’s okay that
sometimes a person’s mental health isn’t the best,
and that there is no reason to be scared or to hide.
And most importantly, providing a space to relax,
breathe and be themselves will make the girls in your
unit feel safe. At our unit meetings, I always tell my
Pathfinders that I want to hear about their week,
including the bad as well as the good. I am here to
help them problem solve and discover and explore
different perspectives on the things that trouble them.
And if I do not immediately know the answer to a
question or a solution to a problem, I will try to find
it for them or find someone else who may have better
skills and experience to help them.
Every year that I have told parents and guardians
that my units will be covering mental health issues I’ve
received numerous thank you emails. Mental health is
something they recognize is important for their girls
and they understand that we Guiders can help open the
door for positive dialogues. This is what Mighty Minds
is all about. So take the Mighty Minds Challenge and
help your girls learn to care for their mental health.
Kayla Bernard works with Pathfinders and Guides in
Halifax, and is Nova Scotia Provincial Arts Coordinator.
CANADIAN GUIDER

“

There’s a wonderful
and powerful window of time
developmentally where those
working with girls can make a lifelong
diﬀerence in helping them to grow
up to be emotionally healthy and
well. It’s an opportunity to help girls
learn problem solving and stress
management skills and become
more self-aware — and this is a gift
that can help them today and for the
rest of their lives.

”

– Robin C. Alter, Ph.D.,
Child Psychologist,
The Psychology Foundation
of Canada Trustee.

As the only 24/7 national help
line for youth in Canada, Kids
Help Phone connects daily with
hundreds of young people. We know
ﬁrst-hand the value of inspiring
and encouraging girls to start a
conversation about mental health.
As a charity that believes in the
power of talking, we fully support the
Girl Guides of Canada Mighty Minds
Challenge.
W I N T E R 2 017
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Features

Rangers
Get Real
GGC Inclusivity
C O M P I L E D B Y TAY L O R B A L L

Guiding is all about creating a space where all girls
and women feel accepted, respected and empowered.
With this in mind, we asked Rangers from across the
country what makes Guiding the ultimate safe space
for teen girls. Here’s what they had to say.

Rishi Ilangomaran

“

My Guiders and sister Rangers totally make GGC
a safe and welcome place for me. Coming into Guiding
as a third-year Pathfinder, it was quite difficult to learn the
customs and history behind the organization, in addition to
trying to make friends in the unit. However, the members of
Guiding in my area helped me make this transition easily by
being understanding and inclusive. I see this support offered
to all members of Guiding from Sparks to new Guiders.

“

”

As someone who’s
openly gay, seeing Girl
Guides at events such
as the Pride parade and
having Guiders who help
facilitate discussions
in our unit about queer
visibility and inclusivity,
have helped me feel safe
and welcomed in Guiding.
Having Guiders who have
been willing to bring in
guest speakers from our
local queer community
centre when I asked, and
who have been more than happy to help me
lead discussions about how to make Guiding
more accessible for queer and trans folk has
really helped me feel safe and included in
Guiding.
By acknowledging different types of
discrimination – for example homophobia,
transphobia, sexism, fat-phobia and racism,
among many others – the girls have seen in
their communities, you can begin to make your
unit, and Guiding as a whole, a safer place that
is free of discrimination for everyone.

Nerissa
Kassis

Deanna
McPhee

“

Units and Guiders can provide a safe, judgement-free zone
and be accepting of all people’s differences.

6
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“

Hearing girls’
thoughts and opinions
really helps to create a
positive environment.
I love it when Guiders
make an effort to get
to know their girls and
take an interest in what
they have to say and
how they want the
meetings to go, and
just have an overall
mutual respect.

”
“

Olivia
Trivett

“

Guiding is a safe and positive place for me. It
has always allowed me to be independent and to
follow my own beliefs. Girl Guides has been a safe
haven in the fact that I can trust my leaders with
things, as well as trust my sister unit members. The
positive impacts have empowered me to be who
I am and to respect and love myself. Guiding has
also given me the opportunity to learn so much
about myself.

”

Inaara
Mawji

“

Guiders
should make sure
they are allowing
everyone’s voice to be
heard and no one’s
ideas are being put
down or neglected. It
is also important to
act upon each girl’s
individual strengths
and try to guide them
into situations where
they can demonstrate
those strengths and be successful. I feel it is also key
that Guiders are easy to reach outside of the meeting
place, for example via email or phone, so that if we
have a problem we can speak to them privately.

Breanne Esau

”
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Olivia
Anthony-Kachur

The environment is inclusive
and nobody judges you for being
you. The fun, friendship and
experiences are amazing! I also
love what Guiding stands for
and what it teaches to the young
women and leaders of tomorrow.
I gain different valuable life
lessons with every activity we
take part in through Guiding. By
serving the homeless or simply
sorting out clothing at the shelter,
it reminds us of how fortunate we
are. Cleaning up homes in High
River, AB, during the floods in 2013 humbled me to be
grateful and cherish what I have, for material things can
be taken away in a split second. There was also the
kayaking expedition up the Indian Arm on Vancouver
Island. I left home with second thoughts, wondering if I
had the ability to face the challenges. It turns out, I am
stronger than I anticipated. Not only did I survive a week
in the wilderness but I also kept myself afloat in the
kayak and learned a few tricks. I also discovered that I
love nature and hiking! Through Guiding, I have come to
know myself and to find my true potential.

”

Taylor Ball is a Ranger in Vancouver, BC, and a member of
the Canadian Guider Editorial Committee.

W I N T E R 2 017
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Voices: Global Guiding

E

ach day at the JLS conference was awesome! Early risers got
up in time to do some yoga. Those who preferred to sleep in
a bit more met the early risers at breakfast – always enjoying
the amazing fruit we were served each morning. All of us also
hit the showers, because it was so hot! Morning sessions included
games and activities encouraging and supporting leadership skills
and, of course, many opportunities for sharing ideas, having fun
and creating friendships. After a lunch of traditional Ghanaian food
(lots of rice!) we continued with other great developmental activities in the afternoon. After dinner, we celebrated Guiding around
the world at an international night of cultural exchanges!

Transformation
One of the really cool things that we got to experience at the conference was a simulation game in which we role-played refugees. We
were all assigned identities, families and a country of origin, and
challenged to escape that country and seek a new home elsewhere in
the world. The people in charge of the simulation played their own
roles very well, including anything from police officers to military
personnel who spoke no English. This helped us to better understand what refugees go through and emphasized the importance
of supporting them as WAGGGS members working to transform
our world.
Of course our host families made sure that we got to have some
fun and experience Ghanaian culture during our stay. We were
fortunate to be able to visit community partners in Accra and to
learn about different skills such as cooking and sewing from the
Ghanaian perspective and experience. We also attended a very interesting African play and did some shopping in local markets. We

8
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The Juliette Low Seminar (JLS) is held each
year for young Guiders from around the world.
Last May, Girl Guides of Canada–Guides
du Canada (GGC) sent two delegates to
Transforming Our World, the 2016 JLS, held
at Kusafiri World Centre in Accra, the capital
of Ghana. Here are some of their impressions.

P h o to

B Y M A RY- M AY H U B E R T A N D S H E L B Y K E N N E D Y
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The 2016 Juliette Low Seminar

Phot o: court esy WAG GGS

Transforming
Our World

had many other life-enhancing experiences before leaving Ghana,
and also made sure to stop at another WAGGGS World Centre, Pax
Lodge, in London, England, while en route home.
Guiding gives young women from around the world so many
amazing opportunities, and attending a JLS is just one of them! Not
only did we get the chance to share histories, experiences, cultures
and perspectives with many Guiding sisters from around the world,
we got to do it at the fifth WAGGGS World Centre, in Africa, and
as representatives of our own great organization, GGC! If you are
a GGC member aged 20 to 30, we hope that our experience might
inspire you to take one of these opportunities and make it your
own! The next amazing international Guiding adventure could
transform your world!
W I N T E R 2 017

The WAGGGS Leadership
Development Programs
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The Juliette Low Seminar and Helen Storrow Seminar
are WAGGGS’ two flagship leadership development
programs. Both provide opportunities for young
women to develop leadership and interpersonal
skills in a creative, supportive and inspirational
international environment.
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Juliette Low Seminar (JLS)
Offering annual personal development opportunities
to young women aged 20 to 30 since 1932, the
JLS is named for Juliette Gordon Low (October 31,
1860 – January 17, 1927), who was the founder of
Girl Scouts of the USA, with help from the Scouting/
Guiding Movement’s Founder, Sir Robert BadenPowell. Juliette Low and Baden-Powell shared a
love of travel and support of the Girl Guides. Juliette
formed a group of Girl Guides in Scotland in 1911,
and the first American Girl Guide troop in 1912. In
1915 the United States’ Girl Guides became known
as the Girl Scouts, now Girl Scouts USA (GSUSA),
and Juliette Low became the first president. She
stayed active until her death in 1927. Her birthday is
commemorated as “Founder’s Day” by GSUSA.

P ho t o: c o u r t es y Mar y - May Hu be r t
a nd S h e lb y Ken ned y
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Helen Storrow Seminar (HSS)
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Named in honour of Helen Osborne Storrow
(September 22, 1864 – November 12, 1944), this
program has been offering leadership development
opportunities to women aged 18 to 25 since
1986. Held annually at the WAGGGS World
Centre, Our Chalet, in Adelboden, Switzerland,
the HSS explores current environmental issues
and focuses on ways to raise awareness and
use practical skills to create sustainable change.
Helen Storrow was a prominent American
philanthropist, early Girl Scout leader, and chair
of the WAGGGS World Committee for eight
years. She founded the First National Girl Scout
Leaders’ Training in Long Pond, Massachusetts;
headed the leaders’ training camp at Foxlease,
UK; and donated the first of the WAGGGS
World Centres, Our Chalet. Helen was married
to James J. Storrow, a prominent banker and
the second National President of the Boy
Scouts of America.

Mary-May Hubert is a Pathfinder/Ranger Guider in
Montreal, QC. Shelby Kennedy is a Brownie Guider in
Chilliwack, BC.
W I N T E R 2 017
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Features: Cookie Bits & Bites

A Sweet
History
The Girl Guide Cookie

On the 90th anniversary of Girl Guide cookies, we
remember Christina (Chris) Riespman, a Guider in
Regina, SK. In 1927, to fund a camping trip for Newlands
Own Girl Guide Company #4, she decided to bake and
sell cookies. And so our now iconic fundraiser was born.

B

I ll us t rat i on : © iS t oc k / Ly ud i nk a ( ed i te d ) /I n naB o d r o v a ; Ph o to s : G G C A rchive s

orn in The Netherlands, Chris had brought
her favourite family recipes to Canada with
her in 1912, and often baked Dutch cookies
for special occasions. Little did she know how her
new cookie venture would take hold or how much
baking she would be doing that summer! She could
hardly keep up with the demand as she packaged
cookies by the dozen for girls to sell for 10 cents a
bag. Before long, her girls had raised enough money
to cover all their travel expenses and camp fees.
Always a Guide at heart, Chris was deeply
committed to helping others. During the turbulent years
of the Second World War, she opened her home in
Regina to visiting Dutch airmen, and to the many
Dutch war brides who arrived after the war. She was
also a great lover of the outdoors. Indeed, one reason
she and her daughter became involved in Guiding was
because Chris wanted her little girl to learn to “see and
recognize beauty everywhere.” Camping remained an
important part of their lives.

10
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As word of the success of Chris’ simple
fundraising project spread, she baked up an even
bigger storm, which would ultimately lead to an
enormously successful Guiding tradition. By 1936,
her idea had spread, and the Regina Girl Guide
office asked the national council for permission to
allow cookie sales throughout the city.
Over the next years, sales spread nationwide,
and a succession of commercial bakers were hired
and many flavour variations were tried, from plain
to maple to peanut butter. In 1953, Girl Guides of
Canada introduced the first chocolate and vanilla
sandwich cookies, which sold for 35 cents a box.
Forty years later, in 1993, we launched our newest
variation, the chocolatey mint cookie.
Today, Girl Guides of Canada sells 5.3 million boxes
of cookies annually, making cookie sales our most
important source of funding. The money raised is used
to provide diverse and exciting programs and activities;
to maintain Girl Guide properties; to offer training and
W I N T E R 2 017

The original
1927 Girl Guide
Cookie Recipe

support for Guiders; and to subsidize travel to Guiding
events locally, nationally and internationally.
From its beginnings in a Guider’s kitchen, the Girl
Guide cookie has grown into a full-scale fundraiser. And,
thanks to the revenue generated each year, girls across
Canada get the chance to camp, travel and learn to
“see and recognize beauty everywhere,” just as Chris
Riespman wanted her own daughter to when she baked
those first Girl Guide cookies in 1927.
Chris died in 1963 and, in addition to the important
role she played in the development of Girl Guide
cookies, she left behind her legacy of love for the
outdoors and service to others. She had been a Guider
for decades at the time of her death and, since then,
her daughter, granddaughter, and great-granddaughters
have all embraced the Guiding Movement.
CANADIAN GUIDER

1 cup/250 ml butte
r
1 cup/250 ml suga
r
3 eggs
2 tablespoons/30
ml cream
pinch of salt
1 teaspoon/5 ml
baking soda
2 teaspoons/10 ml
baking powder
½ teaspoon/2.5 ml
ground cardamom
3 cups/750 ml or
more flour to ma
ke soft dough
1. Cream butter an
d sugar.
2. Beat in eggs an
d cream.
3. Combine salt,
baking soda, bakin
g powder,
cardamom and fl
our.
4. Sift dry into we
t ingredients and
mix into dough.
5. Roll and cut, us
ing a small floure
d glass or
cookie cutter and
sprinkle with suga
r.
6. Bake at mode
rate heat (325 °F
) until done.

W I N T E R 2 017
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Features: Cookie Bits & Bites

A Taste of History
Girl Guide Cookie Activity
adapted from Cookies Rising: Blast from the Past Instant Meeting, BC Girl Guides

What You Need
• Christina Riespman’s
1927 Girl Guide Cookie
recipe, ingredients and
baking supplies
• vanilla crème cookies
• maple cream cookies
• shortbread cookies
• vanilla and chocolate
sandwich cookies
• chocolatey mint cookies

What You Do

I ll us t rat i on: © iS t oc k / Ly ud i nk a ( ed i te d ) ; Ph o to s : G G C A rc h iv e s

1

Gather all supplies and
ingredients necessary
to bake cookies.

2

3

Purchase cookies that
represent those formerly
sold by Girl Guides
(they can be any brand
of cookies). If you don’t
have Girl Guide cookies
from the last campaign,
purchase something
representative from the
grocery store. Be aware
of allergies.
Divide the girls into
groups to bake batches
of the original Girl
Guide cookies. Sparks
and Brownies should

4
5

be able to help with
mixing and rolling, with
older girls or Guiders
handling the oven. This
may be easier in shifts,
depending on your
unit’s size.
As the cookies are
baking, read out the
story of Christina
Riespman’s original
cookies (page 10).
Once the cookies are
baked and cooled, read
the Girl Guide Cookie
Timeline (below).

6

7

Beginning with the
1927 cookies, as you
get to the year each
new Girl Guide cookie
was introduced, have
the girls sample the
representative cookies.
(You may want to cut
the cookies in pieces
for this.)
Discuss what changed
over the years. Ask the
girls which cookies they
liked best.

1927

1929

1946

1953

1960

1966

1967

1991

1992

The first Girl
Guide cookies
are sold in
Regina, SK.

Girl Guides of
Canada begins
selling cookies
as the official
fundraising
activity for the
organization.

Vanilla crème,
maple cream
and shortbread
cookies are
introduced.

Classic chocolate
and vanilla
cookies make
their first
appearance.

A special box
commemorates
the 50th
anniversary of
GGC.

The classic vanilla
and chocolate
cookies are back!

GGC centennial
cookies are sold.

During the Gulf
War, every
Canadian soldier
is given a box of
GGC cookies upon
arrival in Saudi
Arabia.

Former Girl Guide
and Canadian
astronaut
Roberta Bondar
juggles Girl Guide
cookies in space.

12
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Be a Smart Cookie
Girl Guide Cookie Selling Secrets
BY LAURA RIGGS

Want to boost your Girl Guide cookie sales? From one
smart cookie another, here are some tips to help you
move those cases like crazy!

Go for Volume
Get out there!
Grocery stores,
farmers’ markets
and local events are
the best places to
move large volumes
of cookies in a short
period of time. And
your presence at
these places will also
let everyone know
that Girl Guides are in
their community.

Cookie Crunch
There’s nothing like
the rush of customers
at a grocery store or
shopping centre on
the day before a long

weekend closure.
This provides a
crucial crunch time to
maximize your sales.

Follow Your
Fan Base
Visit locations that
have been successful
for you in the past.
Customers will be
happy to see you
again – and eager to
buy more cookies!

Promote the
Program
Tell customers
where the money is
going. Talk about the
girls’ program and

activities. Will the
funds raised also help
you get your girls to
a special camp or on
a fantastic trip? Tell
them about it! Cookie
customers like to
know they are making
a difference for your
girls, while also
enjoying their
sweet treats.

Double Up
Pathfinders and
Rangers – do you find
it hard to sell cookies
on your own? Team
up with a Spark or
Brownie unit, and
double your profits!

Laura Riggs is a Guider in Ottawa, ON.

1995
Chocolatey mint
cookies are sold in
all provinces across
Canada.

2003
All classic chocolate
and vanilla and
chocolatey mint
cookies are produced
in a nut-free and
peanut-free bakery.

2009

2009

GGC launches
reduced trans fats
in the chocolatey
mint cookies.

GGC launches
first national
cookie-selling
rewards initiative,
Cookie All Stars.

CANADIAN GUIDER

2010
100th

A special
anniversary
commemorative box
is produced. The
classic chocolate and
vanilla cookies are
now 0 g trans fat
per serving.

2011

2012

2014

Girl Guide Cookies
gets its own
Twitter account,
@girlguidecookie

The Girl Guide
cookie box gets a
new look, featuring
fun illustrations
tracing the journey
from Sparks to
Rangers.

Girl Guide classic
chocolate and vanilla
cookies are certified
as Kosher.

W I N T E R 2 017
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Ideas
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Ideas
to Go
Positivity Mirrors

What You Do

submitted by Laura Litvack, Pierrefonds, QC

Our unit did this craft at the end of the Guiding year as a Brownie
Key to Me activity. The girls were thrilled with the results
and couldn’t wait to show their Positivity Mirrors to their
parents. This was definitely a positive experience for everyone!
What You Need
• sheets of paper
• coloured pens/markers/
pencils
• blank painting canvasses
• craft paints and brushes
• scissors
• craft glue

14

• glue sticks
• dollar store locker mirrors
or other inexpensive flat
mirrors in lightweight
plastic frames
• newspapers or plastic
drop cloths to protect
tables/floor space

CANADIAN GUIDER

1

As the girls arrive and wait
for the meeting to begin,
give them each a sheet of paper
and a pen/marker/pencil and
have them print their name on
it and write down one positive
word beginning with each letter
in their name. The girls will likely
get quite creative, especially
those who have “x,” “y” and “z” in
their names!
Once you have done your
meeting opening, introduce
the topic of self-esteem, by
asking the girls if they are
familiar with the term. If you

2
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are doing this with Brownies,
and even young Guides, most
girls may not yet have heard of
self-esteem. Once you explain
it, talk about ways self-esteem
can be nurtured and then
explain the positivity mirror craft/
activity. Show the girls a sample
positivity mirror that you have
made in advance.
Have the girls begin on
their own positivity mirrors
by painting a canvas. Tell them
to be as creative as they wish.
While the canvasses dry, have
them cut out the words they
wrote on their sheets of paper.

3

Modge Podge Badge Box
submitted by Rebecca Sadler, Toronto, ON

P hoto: Ge ra l din e Withe y

These decorative boxes are the perfect place for girls to keep all
their program badges and challenge crests before attaching them
to a sash or camp blanket. If you make them at the beginning of
the year, the girls will never have a badge or crest go astray!
What You Need

4
5

Once the canvasses are dry, have
the girls each glue a mirror to the
top portion.
Now you have two options. You can
decide which option to take, or let the
girls decide by vote or consensus.
a) Have the girls paste the slips of paper
they have cut up onto their canvas.
b) Combine all the slips of paper in
one collective pile and have the girls
choose words they think describe their
positive attributes from that pile.

Note: You can also have pre-selected
slips of positive attribute words in
different fonts on hand to add to the girls’
words, for more variety.

• small square papier mâché boxes
(one per girl)
• Modge Podge (original)
• images of your Guiding level’s
program badges (you can find
images at: thegirlguidestore.ca)
• scissors and/or one-inch circle
punch
• plastic cups
• paint brushes
• paint (optional)
• plastic table cloths

paper badge down and cover it with
another thin layer of Modge Podge.
Have the girls continue to add
paper badges one at a time,
overlapping the new badges on
parts of the previous badges.
The girls can choose to decorate
the whole box with badges or
just the lid. Another option is to paint
the main part of the box and use the
Modge Podge technique on the lid.

4
5

Tips and Tricks
What You Do

1

Before the meeting cut/punch
out program badge images.
This is a little time consuming for the
Guider but makes all the difference
when doing the craft with the girls.
Set up a craft space with a small
cup of Modge Podge and a paint
brush for each girl. This craft can
get messy, so be sure to use plastic
table cloths.
Starting with the lid of the box,
show the girls how to paint on a
thin layer of Modge Podge, stick the

2
3
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• When printing and cutting out the
program badge images, size the
badges to fit a one-inch (2.5-cm)
circle punch. This will save a good
deal of time.
• Girls may need reminders to cover
the badges with just thin layers of
the Modge Podge. Otherwise the
badge boxes will take a long while
to dry.
• Print the girls’ names on the inside
of their box lids and bottom of
their boxes. They tend to look very
similar once finished.
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Friendship Flags
submitted by Abby Wilson, Nelson, BC

• pink, orange, blue, green and red fabric
• stencils cut out of cardboard or
transparent plastic in the designs
representing each GGC branch:
rainbow (Sparks), toadstool (Brownies),
Trefoil (Guides), tent (Pathfinders) and
campfire (Rangers)
• white acrylic craft paint
• sponges
• string
• stapler

P hoto: A b b y Wil s on

We made these flags in all Girl Guide branch
colours as part of a compass activity.
At camp, we cached them in the woods and
challenged the girls to follow a compass
course to find and collect one representing
each of the branches.

What You Need

Girl Guide Cookie
Earbud Holder
submitted by Emma Timmins, Kitchener, ON

Here is a fun and useful craft to help your girls organize
their earbuds in great Girl Guide style. These cookie
earbud holders are small, cute and perfect for a purse or
backpack. After all, who doesn’t love Girl Guide cookies?
What You Need
Ph o t os : E m m a Ti m mi ns

• a circlular perler bead pegboard
• high-performance craft adhesive, such as E6000 or
Gorilla Glue
• perler beads (60 light brown, 188 tan, 122 white)
• iron
• ironing paper

16
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What You Do

1

Prepare the fabric. Older girls can cut
or rip it into six-inch (15-cm) by seveninch (18-cm) rectangles. For younger girls,
prepare the rectangles in advance.
Make the stencils, using your own
designs or templates you can download
from: http://bit.ly/2cXshqp. Older girls can
cut their own. Prepare them in advance for
younger girls.
Place each stencil near the bottom of its
respective branch horizontal rectangle.
This will give you room to fold the top to
create a string sleeve (see step 5).

2
3

4
5
6

Apply a light layer of acrylic paint to a sponge
and dab it onto the fabric through each stencil.
Set the fabric aside so the paint can dry.
When the paint is dry, create a sleeve for the
string by making a half-inch (1.25-cm) fold at
the top of each flag.
Position each flag on a length of string in the
order of the GGC branches (Sparks through
Rangers), and use staples to secure the string in
the flag sleeves.
Hang your flags between trees, poles or
other appropriate anchors at camp or in your
community and let your Guiding pride fly!

7

What You Do

1

Notice that there is one straight line of pegs on
the perler bead pegboard. Use that as your middle,
vertical line, so you can accurately create the pattern.
Using the light brown beads, create a Trefoil
on the pegboard and fill in the background with
tan beads, leaving the outermost ring empty.
Fuse the beads by covering them with ironing
paper and pass a preheated iron over the
design in circular motions for 10-20 seconds. Let
cool; remove from the pegboard; and flip and fuse
the other side. Keep your iron moving to ensure you
don’t over-melt any beads.
Create a circle of white beads on the pegboard,
leaving the three outermost rings empty. Fuse
as per Step 3. Repeat, so you have two white circle
fillings for your cookie.

2
3
4

5

Using tan beads, create a circle on the
pegboard, leaving the outermost ring empty.
Find the straight middle line and remove three pegs
from each end. These slots will hold your earbuds
in place. Fuse the beads together as per Step 3.
Using high-performance adhesive, glue the four
pieces together into a cookie; apply pressure as
the glue sets.
To use, place the earbud jack into one of the
slots created on the bottom of the cookie.
Wrap the wire around the middle section. Secure
the earbuds in the other slot and, volia, you have
earbud organization at its Girl Guide sweetest!

6
7

Note: If needed, you can find a perler bead tutorial on
YouTube or on the perler bead website at perler.com
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Ideas

Videos
& Swaps

Video Pen Pals
BY RACHEL COLLINS

21st Century Pen Pals
The traditional letter-writing concept
of pen pals has long been a staple of
Guiding, providing an opportunity for our
members to stay in touch with friends,
to meet new people, and to learn about
different cities, countries and cultures.
And now as technology has opened up
other avenues of communication, we
have exciting new ways to correspond
with our pals around the globe.

Ph ot o : Ra c he l Co ll i ns

Here are two interesting and innovative
ways to bring your pen pal projects into
the 21st Century.
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“

The “rule of the game”
for pen pal swaps is to do the
exchange equally, so every girl
in each unit beneﬁts.

P hoto: A l e xa n dra D a l gl e is h
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Challenges

Better
Together
P hotos : Ka thry n L y on s

Growing Up in
a Multi-Branch Unit
B Y K AT H RY N LY O N S

In 2016, the multi-branch 12th Ottawa Guiding Group
reached a milestone. Nine years ago, when new Guiders
invited members of the community to join Guiding, they
registered a handful of Sparks and Brownies and two
first-year Guides. The unit has grown exponentially
since then, with 82 girls registered to date. And as it’s
grown bigger, it’s also grown up!

20
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s one of the unit’s Guiders, I have been enriched by the
diversity of our unit, including the girls and my sister
Guiders. But my growth is nothing compared to what
I’ve watched, as the eldest of these girls leave childhood
behind and stand ready to become Guiders themselves.
This year, Hayden Fontaine, one of our original Guides, will
complete Rangers. Hayden and our other third-year Rangers are
the unit’s trailblazers. Indeed, it was they who asked us to add
Pathfinders and Rangers to our unit in the first place. Celeste Cassidy
is another Ranger, who joined our unit as a Pathfinder, after she
completed Guides. Here is what Hayden and Celeste have shared
about growing up in a multi-branch unit.
W I N T E R 2 017

How did you come to join the 12th Ottawa
Guiding Group?
Hayden: “When I arrived at 12th Ottawa,
there wasn’t even supposed to be a Guide
group. But the Guiders decided to give it a try.”
Celeste: “When I finished Guides, a lot of
my friends were dropping out of Guiding.
I already knew Hayden, and I came to a
bring-a-friend meeting. It was just easier
to be downtown and with friends.”
Why did you ask for Pathfinders and Rangers
to be added to the unit?
Hayden: “I remember the third-year Guides
did a song at advancement and at the end, we
sang our proposal, ‘If I were not a Girl Guide,
a Pathfinder I would be,’ as a question. We
wanted to stay with the unit, and so it just
made sense. At the end of Pathfinders, I did
go to another Ranger unit with a Guider to
try it out. But it didn’t feel right.”
Celeste: “And it was on a different night, so I
couldn’t even go to the other Ranger meeting
because of my other activities!”
What are some of the advantages of being
in a multi-branch unit?
Celeste: “It makes the Pathfinder and
Ranger program so much easier to complete.
So much of it requires being with younger
girls, and with this unit, they are always right
there. It’s also great for doing volunteer hours
for school.”
Hayden: “Program work is so much easier
when the younger girls are right next door,

and we already know each other. And I
almost left Guiding in Pathfinders. Those
years were rough, with all the transitions and
being busy with school and life. But having
stability and familiarity with the unit made
it easier to stay.”

Looking Up

What else would do you want to say about
being in a multi-branch unit?
Celeste: “Multi-branch units would solve
the retention problem. At the back of the
program books, it says, ‘what’s next?’ but it
can be hard to imagine. With this unit, it’s
a thousand times clearer because you see
what’s next at every single meeting.”
Hayden: “When people talk about the
Guiding community, this unit is what they
are talking about. We are all together.”

When I asked our Brownies how they
liked being in a multi-branch unit, here is
what three of them shared:

What is next in your Guiding life?

Celeste: “I’ve done so much with Guiding
already. There are so many opportunities
that I can’t imagine not being involved. I’d
like to be a Spark or Brownie Guider and
be involved at the national level.”
Hayden: “I want to be a Guider. I don’t
want to stop. I’m into Guiding too deep!
I plan to go away for university, and when
I’m back at the end of March, I am going to
be a Guider with 12th Ottawa!”
Kathryn Lyons is a Brownie Guider with
the 12th Ottawa Guiding Group. She thanks
Morgan Kenny and Allison Sephton, 12th
Ottawa Ranger Guiders for their assistance.
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Brownies’ Thoughts on a
Multi-Branch Unit

Edith, 2nd year Brownie,
first time member:
“I thought the unit was going to be just
Sparks and Brownies. I was a little
surprised to see the older girls. But now
I know them, and I am not surprised.”

Lara, 1st year Brownie,
three years as a member:
“At first I felt scared about being a
Brownie. But then I found I could make
friends and there were people I knew,
and I feel like I fit in with everyone now.”

Mia, 2nd year Brownie,
four years as a member:
“When I was a Spark, I wanted to be a
Brownie. And now Guides comes next!
This unit is fun!”

When I asked them if they view Rangers
as kids or adults, they all responded:
“The Rangers are grown-ups.”
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Ideas: Outdoor Guider

Winter Camping
B Y TAY L O R B A L L
H I L A RY F E L D M A N
A N D TA M M Y T R O M B A

Just because it’s cold, the wind is howling or the ground
is covered with a blanket of snow, you don’t have to
stop camping. Cooler temperatures offer wonderful
opportunities to get outside and do winter activities.
You don’t have to sweat it; you just need to be prepared!

CANADIAN GUIDER
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Ph ot o : c ou r t es y D i a mo nd I si n ger

Don’t Sweat it!

Ideas: Outdoor Guider

Ph o to :co u rtesy Diamo nd Isinger

Moving Out

If you’re a winter camping newbie, try
cabin camping first. Having an indoor
base alleviates concerns about cold night
bathroom trips, cooking options and sleeping
arrangements. Cabin camping also enables
you to alternate outdoor and indoor time.
Outdoor activities can include snowshoeing,
skating, orienteering, sledding, stargazing
and making snow sculptures. Then you and
the girls can go indoors to warm up, relax
and make crafts. Sparks and Brownies love
to explore and play in the snow or — for our
West Coast members — splash in puddles,
but also appreciate a warm and cozy cabin to
eat and sleep in after their outdoor activities.
Lots of camp themes lend themselves to a
winter camp, from “Frozen” to “Snowflake Ball”
to “Survivor” to “Olympics.” Indoor crafts can
be matched to your theme, or you can simply
celebrate winter by making snowflakes, snow
people or snow globes.
Our bodies burn more fat and calories to
stay warm in winter conditions, so for winter
camping you need to plan for larger appetites
and provide plenty of food, especially if you
will be spending a lot of time on outdoor
activities. A cabin kitchen enables you to
easily include food favourites, such as
pancakes, spaghetti, individual pizza muffins
with soup, and other hearty dishes. For more
on winter camp cuisine, see Fueling Up on
this page.
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Once your girls have experienced
a winter camp in cabins, they may
feel ready for the challenge of
moving outside. Try tent camping,
complete with cooking outside and
creating snow shelters, quinzhees
(snow mounds) or igloos. Make sure
to include an information session
before the camp, as preparation
is key to everyone’s comfort and
enjoyment, especially in cold
conditions. Talk to the girls and their
parents/guardians about appropriate
clothing and gear. (There is no such
thing as bad weather, just poor
choices in gear and clothing.) Also
discuss basic cold weather tips,
such as the importance of staying
dry and hydrated.
Make sure to be familiar with the
site before you head out, checking
the layout, toilet facilities, shelters/
heating options, and access to
water. Once at camp, before pitching
your tents, take time to get your
snowy base ready, following these
guidelines:
1 Avoid areas under trees, where
snow can collect and fall off
boughs.
2 Create a wind break with tarps or
a small snow wall.
3 Dig down several feet and pack
the snow firmly.
4 Use snow stakes or bury guy
lines.
5 Once your tent is pitched and
secured, make the inside cozy by
putting a space blanket or silverlined tarp on the floor to hold in
body heat, with one – or even two
– sleeping pads, a warm sleeping
bag and a fleece or silk liner,
which can preserve a significant
amount of body heat.

Building Snow
Shelters
The next winter camp challenge is
building snow shelters. Depending
on your location, these can be

CANADIAN GUIDER
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snow caves, igloos made from
compacted snow blocks, quinzhees
or snow trenches. Girls really enjoy
making these structures and trying
them out to see how much shelter
they provide. (They are generally
warmer than tents.) And the more
adventurous girls will likely embrace
the opportunity to sleep in a snow
shelter instead of a tent.

Keeping it Active
Most winter camps focus on outside
activity, with the options of doing
snow sports and building snow
sculptures. You can add challenges
such as orienteering or identifying
animal tracks in the snow. For
fun, add in some mystery prints,
using cardboard shapes to pique
the girls’ curiosity and sense of
adventure. (Could those tracks be
from a reindeer, a woolly mammoth,
a sasquatch?!) Tackle a winter
photography challenge. Spot
bird nests in leafless trees. Make
tire d’érable (maple syrup taffy).
Engage in a snowball battle. Go on
a scavenger hunt. Play games in the
snow. And, of course, see who can
make the most perfect snow angel!

Fueling Up
When tent or shelter camping,
choose quick one-pot comfort meals.
As a rule of thumb, aim for a balance
of 50 per cent carbohydrates, 30 per
cent fats and oils, and 20 per cent
proteins. Advance food preparation
helps reduce cooking time, so
try to pre-cook meat with spices
and pre-slice veggies and cheese
before leaving home. Remember
that everything will be frozen, so
find ways to make meals easy once
you’re at camp. Bring lots of snacks
to keep your energy up. It’s great to
both start and end the day with hot
meals, but light lunches will enable
you to get back to activities quickly
and avoid cooling down. You can
also fuel up during the day by taking
a number of short snack breaks and

P ho t o : Van C ha u

Note: As always, when
planning menus, check for
nut and other food allergies
among all your campers!

Keeping Safe
and Comfortable
Here are some tips to help
keep everyone healthy and
happy in winter conditions:
• Drink lots of water. If you add
powdered
lemonade
or another
flavour
powder, your
drink will freeze at a
lower temperature. Don’t
eat snow as it can cool down
your body temperature and
lead to hypothermia.
• To ward off the chills, have
lots of hot drink and soup
packets on hand, as well
as chemical
heat packs.
• Don’t let girls sleep
in the same clothes
they’ve worn all day. It may
be easier and quicker to just
slip into bed, but changing to
dry, fresh clothes will help the
girls keep warm and cozy all
night.
• Pack clothes made of
wool, fleece and synthetic
materials that will wick
moisture away from the skin.
Do not use cotton, which
retains moisture and ends up
being cold and damp.
• For cooking, white gas
stoves are the best option in
cold weather. Wrap the fuel
canister with duct tape for
insulation and to protect your
hands, and place the stove
on a pad to avoid melting the
snow underneath.
• Store water bottles upside
down. (As water freezes,
ice forms at the surface,
so inverting your bottle will
provide unfrozen water at the
top when you want to drink.)
• Keep a protein snack in your
sleeping bag for convenient
late-night refuelling.
CANADIAN GUIDER

Winter Activities and Games
Snowshoe Olympics
Wearing snowshoes, set up a few different events such as a
backward race, obstacle course and snowball target toss.

Sled Slide
Divide into teams, each with a toboggan and a tow rope. Set up a
simple course. The first girl pulls the next girl around the course;
then she goes to the back of the line. Repeat until each girl has
both pulled someone and been pulled around the course.

Snow Snakes
This traditional First Nations game is played with sticks and a long
straight trough in the snow. Teams take turns sliding a stick (snake)
along the trough. One point goes to the longest “slide” each round.

Reﬂector Race
For this nighttime game, set your race boundaries, and place
laminated white cards (with reflective tape on the back) around
the area. Divide into two teams, each with a flashlight. Have them
race to find the cards. Add a puzzle challenge by writing messages
to be decoded when the cards are found (e.g., Guiding Promise,
coordinates of a prize stash, etc.).
W I N T E R 2 017
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P hoto: Va n C ha u

nibbling on the move. Here are
some menu suggestions:
• For breakfast, offer a hot
drink and a choice of instant
oatmeal, a bagel with nut
butter or a granola bar.
• Lunch on the go could
include cheese and crackers,
tofu or meat jerky, dried fruit,
trail mix, protein bars and
other portable munchies.
• Dinner is your chance to
fuel up for the cold evening
ahead, so think about hearty
fare such as macaroni and
cheese, chili, curry and rice,
burritos and soups. Freezedried meals save time and
store well. And, if you have
access to a dehydrator, you
can tailor the menu to your
group while cutting costs
compared to purchasing
dehydrated meals.

Ideas: Outdoor Guider

Comfy Camp Cuisine
Freezer-Bag
Omelette

Ph o to : co u rtesy Hilary Feldman

Before camp, mix two eggs
and milk in a freezer bag,
along with optional extras
such as chopped ham,
onions, and/or cheese.
Freeze. At camp, place bag
in boiling water until cooked.

Beef Burgoo

Winter Crafts
Snow Globe
What You Need
• clean, empty clear pill bottle with lid
• tiny hanging ornament that fits into the
bottle (e.g., tree, snowman, bird)
• fake snow and/or confetti
• silver glitter (optional)
• safety pin
• 8 cm piece of yarn
• glue gun or craft glue
• metal skewer or small screwdriver

Before camp, fry ground
beef, onion, and garlic;
cool, place in a freezer
bag, and freeze. At camp,
mix this with instant rice,
cheese cubes, and spices
for a tasty one-pot meal.

Sausage and Mash
Before camp, slice and
pre-cook sausages. Freeze
or refrigerate, depending

on how far in advance
you have prepped them.
At camp, boil water and
add sausage slices until
hot. Add instant mashed
potatoes and optional
onion flakes.

Freezer-Bag
Pudding
Before camp, combine
instant pudding mix and
chopped mint Girl Guide
cookies in a freezer
bag. Add powdered milk
according to the package
recipe. At camp, add water
and seal the bag. Shake
to mix, place on snow and
allow pudding to set.

Hot Chocolate
Dissolve hot chocolate

powder in boiling water. Add
a dollop of butter, melt and
stir. The added fat makes
it richer and will keep you
warm all night.

Hot Chocolate
Alternative
Dissolve lemonade powder
in boiling water. Add a
dollop of coconut oil and a
cinnamon stick. This works
as a hot chocolate for
anyone with lactose and/or
chocolate intolerance.
Taylor Ball is a Ranger and
Hillary Feldman is a Guider
in Vancouver, BC. They are
members of the Canadian
Guider Editorial Committee.
Tammy Tromba is a Guider,
also living in Vancouver, BC.

What You Do
1 Put two pinches of fake snow/confetti
and one pinch of glitter in the bottle.

2 Poke a hole in the centre of the lid.
3 Loop the yarn through the safety pin.
4 Push the yarn ends through the hole, so
the safety pin is on the outside and loose
yarn on the inside. Tie the ornament to
the yarn and trim the ends.
5 Glue the lid onto the bottle with a glue
gun or other strong craft glue. Wait until
dry before shaking the snow globe. Hang
it on your camp hat.

Snow Painting
Ph o t o: c o ur te sy Hi l ar y Fe ld m an

What You Need
• recycled shampoo or dishwashing
detergent bottles, filled with water coloured
with food colouring or jelly powders

What You Do
Use your imagination to draw snow
pictures, decorate snow sculptures,
personalize your igloo, or create a game or
snowball target.
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Ideas

When
It’s Just
Too Cold
Outside
Winter Indoor Activities
COMPILED BY
H I L A RY F E L D M A N A N D M E L I S S A M O O R

Winter Tableau
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What You Do
three or four.
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1 Divide the girls
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2 Give each grou
u
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p to create a
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l
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3 Ask each grou
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or activity in w

Beach Party Sleepover
The 5th Vancouver Brownies, BC,
had fun with this indoor activity.
Girls and Guiders arrived in beach
clothing (summer dresses, tropical print
shirts, sarongs) and brought beach
blankets. They played musical beach
blankets and did limbo dancing to music,
including Beach Boys songs, light reggae,
and Disney songs such as “Under the
Sea.” The girls made a decorated flip flop
hat craft. Before bed, they watched Lilo
and Stitch, and munched popcorn. In the
morning, their breakfast included a fancy
tropical fruit platter, complete with little
umbrella garnishes.

Ph ot o s : Hi l ar y Fe ld m an
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• soup spoons
• pairs of kids
glo es or mit
ens
• small balls
of white wool
th
at are the right
size to sit in th
e spoons
Divide the girls
into equal team
s
Ha e each te
am line up at
on
e
end of your
meeting spac
e, giving each
te
am
a spoon,
a pair of glo es
and a ball of w
oo
l.
Set a
nish line at th
e other end.
earing glo es
or mit ens, a gi
rl from
each team ba
lances a ball
of
w
oo
l in a
spoon and wal
ks to the finish
line and back
without droppi
ng the snowba
ll. She then
passes the sp
oon, snowball
an
d glo es to
the next girl in
line, without dr
opping
the snowball.
Each girl has
a turn until th
e whole team
has completed
the rela

er clothing cut out of
construction paper a scarf, mit ens
a hat, boots (one of each for each
g oup)
• butcher paper
• glue sticks
• cra ons or colouring pencils

•

ls and Guiders came in pyjamas
(with uniform shirt), slippers, and
essing gowns, and brought their
camp blankets and loose crests
The unit provided fleece blankets
as well as needles and thread.
Ev one se ed their crests onto
scar es or camp blankets, with most
girls making their camp blankets
for the fi st time! hile they se ed,
they also watched a movie and
ate a delicious snack of licorice
strings and fruity loops (to practise
threading a needle).

as book
came dressed
ls and Guiders
ly used books
d brought gent
charact s, an
our e books in
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k
o s ap They
g page (a blac
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e
that distributes
t didn t includ
hile this e en
city schools
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d include food
food, you coul
r
pa
a
er te
Mad Hat

Discuss the impor ance of
essing appropriately for wint
Divide the girls into equal g oups
Ha e each team line up at one end
of your meeting space Place all the
cut-out pieces of winter clothing in a
pile at the other end of your meeting
space Each team needs to get a
complete set of the winter clothing
ems from the pile
One girl at a time goes from her
line to the other end of the meeting
space and collects one item of
er clothing Ask the girls to
pr end that they are stalking on
their way to and from collecting a
piece of winter clothing
hen the teams each ha e a full
set of winter clothing, give each
eam a piece of butcher paper,
cra ons or colouring pencils and
glue sticks
Ha e the teams glue their winter
clothing pieces on to the butcher
paper to make a person.
Ha e each team colour in their
person and draw other impor ant
pieces of winter clothing, such as a
er coat.

